


Rather than being grouped with largely non-Christian South Asian American communities nearby,
we are tied to predominantly white Christian rural communities hundreds of miles away.  So,
while Senator Kolkhorst’s regular references to the Bible and scripture in social media posts
may be warmly received by many, the same posts make my community feel unseen and unwelcome. 
You will not find a single social media post by Sen. Kolkhorst to celebrate Ramadan or
Diwali, for example, in spite of the fact that her district is home to some of the largest
mosques and Hindu temples in the Houston metropolitan area. By diluting our voting strength,
we are unable to select leaders who openly accept and respect our religions. We need better,
more responsive representation and more opportunity districts for our communities, including
in coalition with other people of color and immigrant populations with similar values and
needs.

The Senate Districts divide communities in other ways. The map divides the County, the City
of Sugar Land and Fort Bend ISD into multiple Senate Districts. For example, one of my
daughters attends elementary school in Senate District 18 and my other daughter attends
middle school in the proposed Senate District 13.  The high school they are zoned to sits in
Senate District 17.  The proposed maps even divide Home Owners Association neighborhoods like
Riverstone (which is divided between SD 13 and SD17).

Finally, the Asian American community isn’t the only community harmed by the proposed maps.
The census showed that 95% of all growth in Texas occurred in the African American, Latino,
and Asian American communities. Any fair map must reflect the diversity of our state. The
current draft maps do not allow any new opportunity district based on these census numbers in
metroplexes, like Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, and Austin. Instead, they pack and crack our
communities and dilute our votes. I urge this committee to comply with the Voting Rights Act
and respect the reality of the new census by allowing people of color the opportunity to
choose the candidates of their choice.

I urge this committee to hold additional in-person and virtual hearings that allow public
input from the entire state and to create a new Senate map that reflects our community input
and the census data, as well as create fair districts for US Congress and TX House. In
addition, please continue to allow a fair and open process by providing at least 14 days for
the public to review additional maps, 5 days to review any changes to proposed maps, keeping
a record of all documents, written communications, emails, text messages and draft maps, and
providing analysis of how the new maps impact historically disenfranchised communities of
color.
Thank you.
Regards,
Lakshmi Ramakrishnan




